After the rocky end to 2018, the S&P 500’s return of 13.65% is the biggest 1st quarter gain in over 20 years sending the Bad News Bear back into hiding. The American Worker is the backbone of this thriving U.S. economy. The rest of the world is not so lucky. The lengthy US-China trade war, uncertainty around Brexit, and disappointing Euro growth have stifled foreign growth causing the International Monetary Fund to lower their world growth estimate twice in the last year.

At the same time, the U.S. economy grew a solid 2.9% last year, partly due to the tax cuts, but mainly due to full employment and a pop in productivity. After years of subdued productivity gains, U.S. worker productivity registered the strongest gains in the nine-month stretch through December in many years. Worker productivity is the most significant determinant of a country’s living standards. America’s flexible, skilled labor force has adapted quickly to our changing world whose tech innovations has enhanced their productivity.

Many economists reasoned that with the unemployment rate hitting a 49-year low of 3.7% last November that continued labor force growth couldn’t muster 2% GDP growth, and wage pressures would spur inflation. But U.S. labor force growth has defied predictions of demographic-driven declines with more people entering from the sidelines. U.S. labor-force participation has actually increased even though our population is aging.

"The performance of labor-force participation over the last three or four years has been an upside surprise that most people didn’t see coming”, said Fed Chairman Jerome Powell. With more people in the workforce, the economy can grow faster without kindling inflation. The Fed’s preferred inflation gauge is the Personal Consumption Expenditures Price Index (PCE). The PCE rose only 1.4% in January from a year earlier with signs that inflation will stay low throughout the year.

"The recent economic slowdown from the "synchronized global growth" of last year elicits pessimistic warnings of immanent disaster. There will always be uncertainty and trepidation, but the American Worker has propelled a historic rally and we’re riding the wave of the longest expansion in our history. With near-full employment, the American Worker is alive and well and that old American Dream is still at hand."